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It is a pleasure to be writing to you at the 
opening of our new magazine, lcme, bringing 
together the formerly separate publications 
from London College of Music Examinations 
and the Registry of Guitar Tutors. We are all one 
integrated organisation now so it is fitting that 
our magazine publications should also be united. 
It is also very pleasing to see such a broad range 
of topics covered in this edition, reflecting the 
richness of areas that our examination board 
is involved in. It is surely a good thing that we 
show diversity in our explorations, including 
music education for young children (Stave 
House), the excellent article on Florence B Price 
and many other informative articles. Along with 
the breadth, we also have depth and I trust that 
we will make you think, whatever your interests.

John Howard
Director of LCM Examinations



Welcome to the first issue of lcme.
Within these pages we intend to embrace 
everything we are all passionate about 
within the education, development 
and assessment of music, drama and 
communication. 

The range of creative backgrounds and 
influences from which we come together 
is extensive. This gives us strength, 
as well as a uniquely healthy outlook 
which enables us to inspire the creative 
development of our pupils. We can all 
learn from each other’s experiences, and 
that is the theme we shall be seeking to 
develop and build upon in future issues of 
lcme. Whether you are teaching Mozart 
or Metallica you will have a passion and 
an energy that you share with your pupils. 
This passion and energy will continue to 
shape and influence your pupils as they 
continue their artistic journey through 
exams, performances, shows and life 
itself. As a teacher, be in no doubt at all as 
to the positive impact you have upon your 
pupils outside of all the lessons, exams 
and concerts.

So let us come together and share our 
experiences of what we are passionate 
about. This is not just the magazine for 
London College of Music Examinations, 
this is your magazine. So help to shape 
it by getting in touch and telling us what 
you would like to see included.  
Merv Young
Business Development Manager
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Front cover
Images from LCM Newcastle 
& North East Centre’s 
Presentation Concert 
for Excellence 
(page 22)



News

Paper entries
All paper entries will incur an extra 
charge of £3 per entry to cover the 
additional cost of processing entry 
forms. 

Guidance on entering online is available 
by calling the LCME office on +44(0)20 
8231 2364.

Discussion
The Viva Voce exam component has 
been renamed Discussion. In the Spring 
session you will notice that report forms 
will reflect this change and each syllabus 
will be updated when it is reviewed.

Drama
The 2014 syllabus can be used until 
the end of the Summer session of 2018. 
From Winter 2018 it is expected that 
all candidates will be using the new 
syllabus. Those following the 2018 
syllabus must perform at least one piece 
from the relevant graded handbook.

Electronic Keyboard
Due to the large amount of handbook 
and syllabus development this year, we 
have extended the Electronic Keyboard 
syllabus to the end of 2019. 

We will be bringing out a new syllabus 
and an accompanying set of handbooks 
next summer.

Piano grades
Piano candidates may use the 2013 
handbooks and repertoire list for the 
Spring and Summer session only. From 
Winter 2018 it is expected that all 
candidates will be using the new syllabus. 
Please note that pieces from LCM’s 
Piano Anthologies can be used by both 
syllabuses.

Piano diplomas
All DipLCM piano candidates are 
required to play at least one piece from 
our In Concert publication, which can be 
purchased from the online shop or Music 
Exchange. We are excited to announce 
that we will also be bringing out a 
second volume of In Concert for ALCM 
and LLCM candidates later this year.

Popular Music Vocals
Popular Music Vocals candidates may 
use the old syllabus for the Spring and 
Summer sessions only. From Winter 
2018 it is expected that all candidates 
will be using the new syllabus; see the 
website for more details: lcme.uwl.ac.uk/
popular-music-vocals.

Theory
Due to the large amount of handbook 
and syllabus development this year, 
we have extended the Music Literacy 
syllabus to the end of 2019. 

lcme 5

“Fings Ain’t Wot 
They Used T’Be”: 
Performance 
Teaching Through a 
21st Century Lens 
London College of Music and London 
College of Music Examinations present 
a study day involving networking, 
guidance on best practice and sharing 
your teaching experiences with other 
professionals. 

A series of discussions, demonstrations 
and workshops will explore the ways 
in which you can enthuse, engage 
and inspire creativity amongst your 
pupils. Discover effective ways to run 
your business practice, incorporate 
technology and social media into your 
teaching activities, and encourage, 
motivate and challenge your students. 

Sessions run by music education experts 
from across LCM and LCME will be 
relevant for all music teachers and styles 
of music. Learn more about our Teacher 
Membership Scheme; a new information 
sharing and support network for music 
performance teachers.

Sunday 24 June 2018 at the University 
of West London from 10am to 5pm.
Tickets are £25 and can be booked at: 
lcme.uwl.ac.uk/events
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Forthcoming publications

Guitar handbooks
We are working on revised editions 
of the handbooks for Acoustic Guitar, 
Classical Guitar, Electric Guitar and 
Ukulele, to be released later this year. 
We are also in the processes of updating 
the syllabuses for Bass Guitar and Rock 
Guitar; we look forward to bringing out 
revised syllabuses and handbooks in 
those subjects in 2019.

Acoustic Guitar
• New performance pieces for all grades
• More pieces in the handbooks at the 

higher grades

Classical Guitar
• New repertoire for all grades and 

diplomas
• A revised syllabus structure, to align 

with our other music grades

Electric Guitar
• New specimen Rhythm and Lead 

Playing tests within the handbooks

Ukulele
• New Grade 5 handbook

In Concert: Book 2
We are working on a second book of 
piano pieces for diploma candidates; this 
time featuring six pieces selected from 
the ALCM and six pieces from the LLCM 
repertoire lists. 

We are thrilled to be working again with 
Joanna MacGregor — concert pianist, 
curator, collaborator, Head of Piano at 
the Royal Academy of Music and Profes-
sor of the University of London — who 
will be providing performance notes to 
accompany each piece.

We are also excited at the prospect of 
working with Lovers (read their article 
on pages 9 and 10) to develop another 
original artwork for the cover. 

Music Theatre
We are excited to announce that we will 
be launching a series of graded hand-
books for Music Theatre candidates for 
the first time. 

These will include six songs for each 
grade (and four each for Steps 1 and 
2), covering a wide range of styles and 
eras. At least one song from the relevant 
handbook will need to be performed in 
the exam. 

The handbooks will also include 
guidance for the discussion component 
of the exam and specimen sight reading 
tests at Grades 7 and 8.

Right
Joanna MacGregor
Far right
In Concert: Book 1
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What shape is a sound?

Features
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We hope you 
are enjoying the 
new look to our 
publications as much 
as we are. 

In this article Oliver 
Long, Art Director at 
Lovers, explains the 
inspirations behind 
some of the recent 
cover series and how 
they have attempted 
to answer the 
impossible question:

What shape is a 
sound?

Artists have always tried to find ways of 
interpreting sound as form. From the 
‘musicalists’, like Louise Janin, through to 
record sleeve designers like Peter Saville. 
And we daren’t forget the quite silly but 
mesmerising sound visualisers that you 
find on music apps on your computer 
today, that counts as art right…? 

So, here we were being asked by London 
College of Music Examinations to find 
a way of doing just that for their educa-
tional music books… We had to quite 
quickly find an angle, an approach, an 
enquiry. We were very aware of how 
often covers within this sector are pain-
fully literal (pictures of the instrument 
itself), we had to avoid this. 

We (Lovers, a 
design collective 
based in London) 
were in the studio, 
nattering away, 
when someone 
tossed in a quick 
throwaway 
question that we 
all instantly got excited about.

‘What shape is a sound?’ 

This simple question laid the foundations 
for the work to come. An abstract form 
must become our language with which to 
speak. 

Abstraction is the only way to avoid 
obvious direct meaning — our thought 
was that if music is often abstract, the 
covers should reflect that. We started 
by looking at a range of contemporary 
artists who were vocal about the way that 
music influences their work.

Mattia Lullini (In Concert) was 
interested in flow and movement — his 
work is beautifully hard to pin down. 
Kevin Umaña (Pop Vocals) was 
interested in the repetition and pattern 
of sound — his work is not far removed 
from some of the graphical scores that 
I have seen in recent years. Joe Cruz 
(Piano) was teaching his students about 
musicalism the week we contacted 
him. Paul Phung (Drama) was vividly 

interested in the 
performative 
aspects of drama 
and how it affects 
the body.

Music is so com-
monly embedded 
within an artist’s 

life that they all jumped at the opportu-
nity to express the music we gave them. 
The image of Kevin in his New York 
studio listening to Vanessa Carlton full 
blast whilst painting various shapes still 
give us giggles.

Right
Lovers, going for a walk

“The image of Kevin in his 
New York studio listening 

to Vanessa Carlton full blast 
whilst painting various 

shapes still give us giggles”
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The process was often a labour of 
love. We would start by creating 
a huge variety of marks with 
the artist and then would make 
calculated but emotional decisions 
about what forms suited the 
specific sounds found within each 
book series. With the Pop Vocals 
covers with Kevin we were all 
drawn to a specific shape that was 
later described as ‘the vocal wave’. 
In retrospect, there is something 
almost tonsil-like about the marks 
made. We loved that the audience 
might interpret the shapes in 
various personal ways, in the same 
way that we all react to music. 

We have considered each series of 
books to be a long ‘composition’. 
The idea that learners would be 
able to build a complete artwork 
over time as they progress was 
vital; we wanted them to feel like 
they were developing as they go. 
Each cover would become more 
complex as the composition builds. 
Each series became a kind of ‘song’ 
that can be looked at and loved.

So, what shape is a sound? Did we 
find the answer? Of course not! No 
one ever has. But that is just the 
beauty of some questions isn’t it?

Grade 7

Popular
Music
Vocals

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC’s Popular Music Vocals 
syllabus has been developed for anyone wishing to 
improve their singing for pleasure and for those who 
wish to pursue a career as a pop vocalist. The exams 
encourage the development of technical skills within real 
world contexts, ensuring that singers build up knowledge 
of a wide range of styles and develop the ability to 
communicate with other musicians from the earliest level.

The songs featured in these handbooks reflect the 
huge diversity of genres within popular music. Alongside 
some of the biggest pop tracks from recent years are 
a selection of classic songs from the past six decades, 
encouraging an exploration of different styles and the 
development of an individual personality. Included within 
the books are all of the materials needed to prepare for 
an LCM Popular Music Vocals exam; each section being 
supported by a full range of audio downloads, including 
backing tracks and demonstration recordings.

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC EXAMINATIONS are held 
in centres throughout the UK and overseas. A broad 
range of subjects is offered in music and in drama and 
communication, catering for candidates of all levels — 
from introductory examinations for beginners, through 
graded exams to professional diplomas in performing, 
teaching, composition and research.
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Popular
Music
Vocals

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC’s Popular Music Vocals 
syllabus has been developed for anyone wishing to 
improve their singing for pleasure and for those who 
wish to pursue a career as a pop vocalist. The exams 
encourage the development of technical skills within real 
world contexts, ensuring that singers build up knowledge 
of a wide range of styles and develop the ability to 
communicate with other musicians from the earliest level.

The songs featured in these handbooks reflect the 
huge diversity of genres within popular music. Alongside 
some of the biggest pop tracks from recent years are 
a selection of classic songs from the past six decades, 
encouraging an exploration of different styles and the 
development of an individual personality. Included within 
the books are all of the materials needed to prepare for 
an LCM Popular Music Vocals exam; each section being 
supported by a full range of audio downloads, including 
backing tracks and demonstration recordings.

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC EXAMINATIONS are held 
in centres throughout the UK and overseas. A broad 
range of subjects is offered in music and in drama and 
communication, catering for candidates of all levels — 
from introductory examinations for beginners, through 
graded exams to professional diplomas in performing, 
teaching, composition and research.
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Popular
Music
Vocals

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC’s Popular Music Vocals 
syllabus has been developed for anyone wishing to 
improve their singing for pleasure and for those who 
wish to pursue a career as a pop vocalist. The exams 
encourage the development of technical skills within real 
world contexts, ensuring that singers build up knowledge 
of a wide range of styles and develop the ability to 
communicate with other musicians from the earliest level.

The songs featured in these handbooks reflect the 
huge diversity of genres within popular music. Alongside 
some of the biggest pop tracks from recent years are 
a selection of classic songs from the past six decades, 
encouraging an exploration of different styles and the 
development of an individual personality. Included within 
the books are all of the materials needed to prepare for 
an LCM Popular Music Vocals exam; each section being 
supported by a full range of audio downloads, including 
backing tracks and demonstration recordings.

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC EXAMINATIONS are held 
in centres throughout the UK and overseas. A broad 
range of subjects is offered in music and in drama and 
communication, catering for candidates of all levels — 
from introductory examinations for beginners, through 
graded exams to professional diplomas in performing, 
teaching, composition and research.
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Top right
Two works 
from Kevin 
Umaña’s 
Pocket 
Symphony 
(2015); the 
book of 40 
paintings is 
composed 
into four 
movements

Right
Pop Vocals 
cover artwork; 
the final three 
parts of the 
composition

Right
An early 
sketch of the 
vocal wave 
and how it 
could evolve 
throughout 
the covers of 
the Pop Vocals 
books
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SOME 
TIPS FOR 
TEACHING 
ONLINE: 
PART 2

In the second part of 
Peter Stone’s guide 

to teaching online he 
offers some advice 
on how to market 

your business…
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Software
We recommend that you also invest in some software that 
allows you to manage all your website blogging and social 
media accounts from one central point, which allows you to 
preschedule where, how and when your posts are published. We 
currently take advantage of a great offer from AppSumo — who 
do a bundle deal on various amazing software that will cover 
pretty much anything you need to manage your online mar-
keting. Especially, once you’ve defined your story and you’re 
creating video content or publishing interesting posts, you’re 
gaining traction in terms of people visiting your website and so-
cial media outlets and signing up for more content. We strongly 

recommend you start using some form 
of CRM (Customer Relationship Man-
agement) software. These range from free 
to very expensive, depending on what 
you need. For example, a company called 
Hubspot offer a free version, otherwise 
Mailchimp is relatively easy to use, is 
free (under a certain amount of users) 
and allows you to import your email 
addresses or social media contacts.

Promotion
You then can start promoting your posts, 
offers, newsletters etc. Many of these 
marketing tools use a protocol called 
IFTTT (If This Then That) which lets you 
pre-define a series of actions based upon 
what a user response (say a reply to an 
email) is. For example, imagine you send 
out a mailshot to promote a workshop. 
You might offer a discount for the first 
‘x’ amount of participants, or might 
include an alternative incentive. You 
might provide a paid option for people 
to watch a live streaming of the event or 
to be sent an edited online video version 
afterwards. There might be bundle deals 
where you follow up the workshop with 
group webinars or one-two-one tutorials. 

Lets imagine your mailshot looks great and is geared to engage, 
entice and hopefully persuade people to click on a link for more 
information or even reserve a lesson. 

There are now a whole series of variables that may happen…

Good CRM software will tell you who has even opened the 
email, who hasn’t, who clicked on the links within the email and 
who didn’t. As part of the AppSumo bundle there is software 

E-learning
On 1 March 2018, Go Create Academy launched a new 
course/qualification in Audio Mixing with Marc Mozart 
(www.mozartandfriends.com). Marc and I worked together 
on some recording projects a few years ago and in my opinion 
he is one of the finest mix engineers in the world. He is also 
one of the most successful and innovative users of social media 
in this field. I have had many conversations with Marc about 
teaching online and Marc has a theory about how to do this 
successfully, namely: ‘We all have to think that our first job is 
to be a social media company and whatever we thought was 
our main work, or profession is/was… that’s now second in the 
process!’ I would imagine that many of 
you may completely disagree with this... 
however the more I have thought about 
it, the more I lean towards his point of 
view — focused as we are on the area of 
e-learning. I hope to explain why in the 
next section, as I pass on some infor-
mation on successful online marketing 
strategies. 

Define your story
Last year I had dinner with the managing 
director of a global advertising agency, 
who in no uncertain terms opined 
that fairly soon, companies wouldn’t 
have marketing departments; they’d 
have evolved into customer experience 
departments. Increasingly I see and 
hear companies promoting themselves 
in these terms — where their story is at 
the forefront of their marketing strategy. 
There are several proven reasons for 
this — which are whole books in them-
selves! The first step is to clearly define 
your story, and thus clarify your market 
position. Next, it’s how to communicate 
your story to the world.

Social media
If you haven’t already, you need to set up your social media 
accounts and website. You have to decide where online you ac-
tually want people to purchase your product — for most people 
this is via a website/online shop. There are many ways you can 
do this and many people have written top recommendations on 
the best path to go. Our top advice is to keep it simple! More 
than likely, at least initially, you will be the only one responsible 
for updating your website and social media — you want some-
thing that allows you to focus on content creativity and not on 
complex coding or multi-step implementation.

“The first step is 
to clearly define 
your story, and 

thus clarify your 
market position. 
Next, it’s how to 

communicate 
your story to the 

world.”
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that can tell you exactly what content these recipients looked at 
on your website and for how long. So already we have a stack of 
possibilities opening up. Let’s touch on just a couple of exam-
ples where IFTTT software can assist us:

Scenario 1:
What to do with people who didn’t open up your mailshot?
You can instruct the CRM to resend another follow up email 
‘x’ amount of days later. You might decide to send the next 
mailshot at the weekend. Many people still have jobs that don’t 
revolve around a computer, might not pick up non-work emails 
due to job demands or company policy. You might also decide 
on a different approach for your subject 
header too? If someone does then open 
an email, you might elect to give them a 
special extra incentive to encourage them 
further. You might do this by giving a 
similar looking but different link and 
assigning a special promotional pop-up 
that might give an additional discount 
or incentive if a purchase is made at that 
point. 

Scenario 2: 
The recipients that opened the email, 
clicked on the link, browsed some 
workshop offers, but didn’t purchase. 
With IFTTT software you can plan a 
completely different automated response 
to people who did the above. You choose 
the nature of the response: this could be 
another email, it could be a pop-up that 
occurs after a certain amount of time, it 
could be an automated message that en-
courages an interaction. It could be that 
if a person spends over a certain amount 
of browsing time, they then receive a new 
personalised message, specifically geared 
to whatever part of the offer they spent 
time looking at.

Increasing your conversion rate
The idea is that you can really plan a campaign in advance. Cre-
ate your emails, pop-ups, follow-ups and additional incentives 
then pre-schedule when and how they are delivered. It’s more 
work initially, but will save you time in the long run. More 
importantly it will end up with a far, far higher conversion rate 
of people who will ultimately purchase one of your products. 

Content creation 
If you decide to pursue the idea of online teaching then you 

need to commit yourself to regularly updating social media 
content. This is very different to creating content for your 
lessons. Generally (not always!) your lesson content will be 
polished, refined, concise and have reasonable production 
values — content for regular social media interaction is almost 
the opposite. Marc Mozart broadcasts two daily shows online,  
one in English, the other in German. Filmed by his crew using 
top equipment, they are extremely well received in musical 
circles and often feature interesting guests and the latest music 
technology. However, some of his most popular videos on 
Facebook have been those just recorded spontaneously on his 
iPhone and posted straight to the site. From discussions with 

Marc and other successful online entre-
preneurs, the consensus is very much 
that the clearer you communicate what 
you’re about, the higher the take-up in 
people who can relate to you. Complete 
common sense of course, but also why 
with daily posts and content you can 
afford to be more spontaneous and not 
worry about stylistic perfection.

Analysis
Following the implementation of your 
social media management software, 
you will hopefully start to receive data 
that will require analysis — satisfaction 
scores, customer demographics, response 
and social media presence statistics. This 
data allows you to accurately analyse 
the effectiveness of your social media 
strategies. Social media management 
tools often offer to help you manage your 
reputation and market presence. It is 
important that you use your software to 
monitor alerts of social media mentions 
and conversations related to your com-
pany, to engage with customers and if 
need be, to respond to criticism. You can 
then start to get to see who is interested 
in your services. 

Peter Stone is an award-winning creative producer, sought-after 
public speaker and presenter and passionate about all things 
‘sound’. Go Create Academy (GCA) offer 100% online 
e-learning courses and examinations in partnership with LCM 
Examinations. Students learn creative skills in an easy to use 
virtual school from some of the world’s top experts. 

GoCreateAcademy.com

“We all have to 
think that our 

first job is to be 
a social media 
company and 
whatever we 
thought was 

our main work 
was… that’s now 

second…!”
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Above
An image of 
the sixteenth-
century 
trumpeter 
John Blanke, 
from The 
Westminster 
Tournament 
Roll (1511)

Below
A young 
Florence Price

A symphonist of 
substance: 
The music of 
Florence B Price 

The first female 
symphonist of 
African American 
heritage, Florence 
Price’s Nimble 
Feet (in our 
Grade 8 piano 
handbook) is sure 
to be a favourite 
with our pianists.
Dr Shirley 
Thompson, 
Composer and 
Artistic Director, 
explores the life 
and works of this 
groundbreaking 
composer.

Florence B Price (1888–1953) is 
one of a plethora of composers of 
African descent that have been 
overlooked in the documentation 
of classical music history. There 
have been several significant 
classical musicians of colour in 
Europe through the centuries. We 
may begin with John Blanke the 
trumpeter, who is identified in the 
1511 Tournament Roll of Henry 
VIII’s christening for his son. 
There are several other depictions 
of such musicians in paintings 
and ceramics across Europe to 
be found in their galleries and 
museums. However, like female 
composers, those composers of 
minority ethnicities within Europe 
have been largely overlooked. 

Florence Price, composer, pianist 
and organist, is thought to be 
the first female symphonist of 
African American heritage, as 
her Symphony No 1 in E minor 
was completed by 1932. Price 
composed over 300 works that 
were performed by leading 
orchestras and performers of 
the day, including the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra and Marian 
Anderson respectively. Her 
symphonies, chamber works and 

songs are noted for their lush 
orchestration, enchanting lyricism 
and purposeful integration of 
African American vernacular 
music.

She grew up at a time and place 
in the American South where 
middle-class African American 
families could progress to a limited 
degree. This was not the same 
for African Americans in other 
parts of the US. It may be mere 
coincidence, but a comparably 
noted African American 
composer, William Grant Still, was 
a classmate of Florence. Charlotte 
Stephens, whom over a 70-year 
teaching career influenced many 
notable alumni in other fields of 
endeavour, taught both Florence 
and William, as well as the equally 
noted composer, William Dawson.

Price graduated as high school 
valedictorian at the age of 14 
and left Little Rock, Arkanses in 
1903 to attend the New England 
Conservatory of Music in Boston, 
Massachusetts. There were only 
one or two other students of 
colour, so this was an achievement 
in itself. She gained a place at the 
conservatory after following her 
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mother’s advice to present herself 
as being of Mexican descent to 
avoid being rejected from the 
esteemed institution because of a 
bar on students of colour. While 
there, Florence earned a Soloists 
Diploma in organ and a Teachers 
Diploma in piano by 1906. She 
was the only one of 2,000 students 
to pursue a double major in 
organ and piano. The Principal, 
George Whitefield Chadwick, also 
encouraged Florence to compose 
and this was life changing. She 
took tutorials in composition and 
counterpoint with the likes of 
the composer Benjamin Cutter, 
outside of her field of study at 
the conservatory; her early works 
include compositions for the piano 
and the organ.

After graduation Florence 
returned to the South, but despite 
her excellent qualifications she 
was denied membership to the 
Arkansas State Music Teachers 
Association because of her 
ethnicity. Unable to gain any 
teaching post, Price established 
her own music studio, where she 
taught piano and music theory and 
composed short teaching pieces 
for her students. To counter her 
rejection, she also founded the 
Little Rock Club of Musicians. 
During this period racial problems 
continued to escalate in Little 
Rock, leading to the abominable 
lynching of several African 
American men in 1927. The Prices 
decided to flee to Chicago for their 
safety and economic improvement.  

Florence had persistently 
submitted her compositions 
to competitions over the years 
with some success. She started 
to win newly established awards 
for black musicians and gained 
second place in the 1925 and 1927 

Holstein Prize for composition. 
Her concert music came to the 
attention of the composer and 
organist, Leo Sowerby, with 
whom she studied, and he became 
one of the great champions of 
her work. In 1932 her big break 
finally came when she won 
several prizes at the Wanamaker 
Music Composition Contest. She 
was awarded First Prize for her 
Symphony in E Minor (1931–32) 
in the orchestral category and she 
earned the significant sum of $500. 
She was also awarded First Prize 
for her Piano Sonata in E minor 
(1931) in the solo instrumental 
category, while her orchestral work 
Ethiopia’s Shadow in America 
(1932) gained her an honourable 
mention, as did her Fantasie Negre 
(1931), for piano. 

Her success in the Wanamaker 
Music Composition Contest of 
1932 led to her coming to the 
attention of Frederick Stock, the 
music director of the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra. He 
conducted a performance of her 
first symphony with the CSO on 
15 June 1933 at the Century of 
Progress Exhibition. Price now 
became firmly established as 
a composer of note, as well as 
becoming the first black woman 
in American history to have a 
symphonic work performed by a 
major American orchestra. The 
Chicago Daily News reported: ‘It 
is a faultless work, a work that 
speaks its own message with 
restraint and yet with passion… 
worthy of a place in the regular 
symphonic repertory.’ The work 
is nearly 40 minutes in duration 
and she originally intended the 
subtitle to be Negro Symphony as 
it’s imbued with African American 
spiritual melodies. It is to be noted 
that Anton Dvořák was a great 

champion of African American 
music and had proclaimed this to 
be the basis of ‘a true American 
art music’ — the first movement 
of Price’s Symphony in E minor is 
certainly reminiscent of Dvořák’s 
New World Symphony of 1893, 
a work comparably tinged with 
African American musical 
sentiment.  

The elements of Florence Price’s 
compositional style are steeped 
in both European classical music 
styles of the time, with African 
American musical and cultural 
elements. These elements include: 
persistent rhythmic syncopation, 
melodies from spirituals, gospel 
church music, polyphony, 
references to African dances, 
blue notes, the pentatonic scale, 
and the employment of African 
instruments such as the marimba.

Price garnered performances 
nationally and internationally 
through the 1930s and 1940s but 
these declined from the late 1950s. 
Over the last few years there has 
been a resurgence of her work 
being performed and recorded. 
In parallel with the interest in 
female composers, the time may 
have come when the music of 
historical black composers will 
be re-examined and those such 
as Florence B Price will gain their 
true place in the ‘canon’ of classical 
music. 

Florence Price’s piece Nimble Feet 
is listed in the repertoire list for 
Grade 8 piano from 2018–2020 
and included in our Grade 8 piano 
handbook, available from the 
online shop:
lcmmusicshop.uwl.ac.uk
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TEACHING 
SIBLINGS

How can you keep lessons financially accessible 
for parents who wish to provide opportunities for 
all their children to learn a musical instrument? 
LCM examiner David Millar outlines some 
potential options, and some common issues.

‘They come from a musical family’ is a remark 
many music tutors often hear, and indeed it is quite 
a common occurrence to have requests for lesson 
places for younger brothers or sisters from parents 
of your existing students. For more affluent families 
the associated financial considerations may not be an 
issue, however some parents may ask if you provide 
any discounts for family members, as sending two or 
three children to music lessons can easily multiply 
music tuition costs into significant sums of money to 
be provided from the monthly or weekly household 
budget. Here are a few points you may wish to consid-
er and adapt to your own teaching practices to suit. 

Discounts to family members
Offering family discounts for private music lessons can 
initially appear quite straightforward, but make sure 
you have a clear policy to avoid misunderstandings 
with parents.

Here are a few issues that can arise:
• Do you offer discounts to half brothers or sisters 

who could have fees paid by different sets of 
parents?

• What happens when a sibling takes a study break 
from lessons?

• What happens if a sibling is off for several weeks 
due to an illness or a sports injury?

Being flexible and creative in how you structure your teaching time will make 
your teaching service accessible to budget-conscious parents who wish to 

provide all their children with opportunities to learn a musical instrument...
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20 minute lesson cost: £9.75
2 siblings weekly cost: £19.50
2 siblings monthly cost to parent 

(4 weeks × £19.50) = £78
Tutor income rate = £29.25 per hour

Students taking higher grades will usually have 
longer lesson times, although in some cases it may be 
possible to divide an hour into 40 minutes for an older 
sibling and 20 minutes for a younger brother or sister 
(and pro rata prices accordingly).

Joint lessons
Joint or shared lessons can work with some 
instruments, although caution is often needed as this 
is generally only effective when the learning ability 
and playing standard is fairly equal between the 
students. When providing joint or shared lessons, it is 
always important to tactfully keep parents informed of 
progress in a way not to make the weaker (sometimes 
younger student) feel inadequate. Be aware that 
playing abilities may develop at different speeds, and 
what starts out as an initially suitable arrangement 
may need to be re-assessed at a later point in time. 
Parents often suggest joint or shared lessons for their 
children in order to save them time and money, and 
while in some cases it can be successful, often the 
result is the weaker student gives up or loses interest. 

Teaching policy 
Individual tutors all operate their businesses and 
teaching practices in different ways. Having a 
consistent teaching policy and clear lesson terms for 
your own students is important to maintain fairness. 

The most common reason for offering a discount is to 
reduce the expense of tuition fees for the family of the 
students — however the consequence of this can often 
result in a reduction in your own income.

Alternatives to discounting
As an alternative to discounting your teaching rate, in 
some cases it may be possible to offer slightly shorter 
lesson times. This can work well if you are able to 
sequence their lesson times consecutively. For example 
if you normally teach 30 minute lessons, offering an 
option of two 20 minute lessons for family members 
can help keep tuition costs down yet maintain 
your income level (when you pro rata your lesson 
prices remember to include an admin allowance per 
student). Scheduling consecutive lesson times can 
save both time and travel costs for parents. Even if 
you do not have a separate waiting area, a brother or 
sister will usually happily wait for 20 minutes on their 
sibling in a corner of your teaching room. Depending 
on your cancellation policy, if one of the siblings 
is unable to attend on a particular week you may 
consider having a policy of offering the 40 minutes 
total tuition time to the other sibling.

Here are a few figures to illustrate these points. The 
prices are for illustration only:

30 minute lesson cost: £14
Family members discount: 10%
2 siblings weekly cost: £28 – (£2.80) = £25.20
2 siblings monthly cost to parent 

(4 weeks × £25.20) = £100.80
Tutor income rate = £25.20 per hour

... and a financially successful and sustainable livelihood for you.
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A major chord 
within the A 
major scale

5 fr.

D major chord
within the A 
major scale

5 fr.

Once some scales have been thoroughly learnt, 
and perhaps a grade or two tackled, it can be 
tricky for a player to develop the skills to take 
their improvisation to the next level. In this 
article, Merv Young outlines some ideas to help 
develop your pupils’ improvisation skills. 
The ideas here will hopefully help to enable 
your pupils to think about playing more 
melodically, listening more carefully and 
thinking about the chords they are playing 
along with. 

Let’s take a typical chord progression that might appear in the lead playing section 
of the Grade 3 Electric Guitar exam:

The first chord indicates the key (A major) so possible scale choices here would be A 
major or A pentatonic major. To encourage more variety in note choices let’s adopt 
the A major scale. The first idea is to explore some rudimentary note targeting — one 
way to introduce this concept is to get your pupils to visualise the shape of the chords 
within the scale shape. This will depend on the scale being used and the chord shapes 
that have been learnt, however the following demonstrates the outline of the A and D 
major barre chords within the A major scale:
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Phrase with variations to the melody 
(same rhythm values as original):

The next challenge is to get the player to play one or two of these chord notes when the 
chord is played. It might not sound very musical at first, and they might be thinking 
only of the chord shape itself to start with. However, this is a first step in raising 
awareness of the chords themselves rather than getting lost within one scale shape. In 
conjunction with this, it’s important to work on some aural development as well. You 
might like to try playing a triad, followed by the root, third or fifth and then ask your 
pupil to identify the chord tone you played (number or note name, or both of course). 
Then can they find and play the note quickly on their instrument. When they are then 
playing a solo, can they remember to find and target that particular chord tone in the 
right place? (And over the correct chord!)

In the early stages of improvising a lot of time is given to learning the scales, so the 
solos themselves can then sound very ‘scalic’ in nature, with the less experienced player 
often just running up and down the scale notes. To break out of this, give your pupil 
a selection of 3, 4 or 5 notes only to play with. Let them use their ears to select notes 
that work effectively against the chords. If the player can comfortably find this small 
selection of notes, try asking them to play their solo with their eyes closed. Always a 
challenge, and a very interesting exercise.

Another useful idea to explore is that of thematic development. Start with a simple 
phrase taken from a scale — this could be a phrase of your design or you could 
encourage your pupil to devise one. Once the phrase has been learnt, ask your pupil 
to develop or vary it in some way. This can, of course, become quite an advanced 
technique so small steps are needed to start with. I would suggest exploring some 
simple melodic and rhythmic variations only to begin with as outlined in the following 
examples:

Keep it simple so that the pupil is encouraged by the progress they are making. You 
may well have to present several ideas yourself as variations at first before your pupil 
feels confident enough to try this. This is fine and completely understandable. New 
concepts will always take time to fall comfortably under the fingers so keep it varied, 
keep it slow, and keep encouraging.

New concepts will always 
take time to fall comfortably 

under the fingers so keep 
it varied, keep it slow, 

and keep encouraging.
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Stave House in Asia
Since the launch of Stave House in Asia 
in April 2017 in Kuala Lumpur, we have 
since trained more than 50 teachers from 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore 
and Vietnam. The teachers who attended 
our training were impressed and excited 
about starting Stave House in their 
schools. Training sessions in Hong Kong, 
Malaysia and Thailand are being lined up 
for the first half of 2018. 

The Stave House method is revolutionary 
as it builds the music foundation of 
young learners in order to allow them 
a smoother path in later stages. Stave 
House also aims to create ‘thinking 
musicians’ who will be independent 
enough to want to explore their own 
music learning and will have the passion 
to pursue it further.

Music schools are seeing the merits of 
starting Stave House courses for young 
children (groups and individuals) as the 
students enjoy the kinaesthetic approach 
of the method. This easily allows them to 
continue learning music in a holistic way 
in the music school up to higher grades.

Trained teachers may apply as Stave 
House trainers after they have completed 
their Stave House teaching diploma. 

For more information about Stave 
House, visit: www.lui.com.sg/stavehouse 

Events and updates

May Sneddon 
HonLCM
18 February 2018

May Sneddon has been teaching and 
entering pupils for LCM examinations 
for over 70 years. Many have reached di-
ploma level and are teachers themselves.
Several are on the committee of the 
Speech section of the Glasgow Music 
Festival and May has been entering 
candidates there with top results since 
its beginning. Several of her pupils are 
children of her former pupils. She insists 
on the best from each pupil and LCM 
examiners will recognise her very high 
standard. She has also worked as an 
examiner for LCM.

For many years May, together with other 
LCM teachers in her area, organised 
and ran a schools’ speech festival. This 
activity was so successful that it was con-
tinued by the local council. As a member 
of the Society of Teachers of Speech and 
Drama she has attended conferences and 
training days and was involved in the 
organisation of two conferences in Glas-
gow. She has been a regular supporter 
of the local meetings and keeps in touch 
with other members.

On 18 February 2018 May was awarded 
an HonLCM for her contribution to 
the success of LCM Examinations. She 
received her award from LCM examiner 
William Alexander at a celebration tea 
with other Glasgow and District LCM 
teachers.

At 88 years of age May is still teaching —
even after a broken hip 18 months ago!

LCM Graduation 
Ceremony in Malta 
20 December 2017

On the 20 December 2017, the Malta 
Society of Arts held a Graduation 
Ceremony for 50 music students who ob-
tained their Diplomas with the London 
College of Music in both the Practical 
and Theory sections.

The Malta Society of Arts, the oldest 
arts institution on the Maltese islands, 
situated in the beautiful 2018 Capital of 
Culture Valletta, has been the represent-
ative of the London College of Music 
for the past 80 years. In Malta five exam 
sessions are held annually: three theory 
and two practical. The theory exams 
are held in Spring, Summer and Winter 
while the Practical exams are held in 
Spring and Winter. 

The evening started out with a few 
selected students playing their chosen 
pieces on the new Steinway piano to a 
delighted audience. This was followed by 
the handing out of the Diploma certifi-
cates by Malta Society of Arts President 
Arch. Adrian Mamo.

The Malta Society of Arts would like to 
congratulate all the students for their 
efforts and commitment. The Examiners 
from LCM repeatedly remark that the 
level of local students is very high and 
the Malta Society of Arts is proud to be 
the LCM’s representative on the Maltese 
islands.
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Images from LCM Newcastle & North 
East Centre’s Presentation Concert for 

Excellence. November 2017
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Top
Authors Fergal 
O’Brien and René 
de Kat at the 
launch of their 
Grade 2 Bodhrán 
Tutor and CD

Above
Some of the 53 
TAP students 
receiving LCM 
certificates for 
bodhrán, tin 
whistle, fiddle, 
accordion and 
banjo in July 2017

Unbeatable Bodhrán news from 
Northern Ireland
Following the launch of Irish Traditional Music Bodhrán 
Grades by LCM in 2016, the Traditional Arts Partnership, 
(TAP) Ring of Gullion have had unprecedented interest and 
success at St Mary’s School in Mullaghbawn, Armagh.

Since June 2016, 46 bodhrán students have achieved success 
from Grades 2 to 8, with 42 distinctions and 4 merits, thanks 
to tuition from Alana Flynn, Fergal O’Brien and René de Kat. 
Students have been drawn from primary and secondary schools, 
mature students and include a young person and an adult 
with a disability. All the tutors have now gained distinctions at 
Grade 8.

The launch of a Grade 2 Bodhrán Tutor Book and CD based on 
the syllabus attracted worldwide attention when its first edition 
sold out across 13 countries in 3 months, reaching Oman and 
South Korea. It received a warm welcome from Patrick Davey, 
Senior LCM Examiner who thanked the authors for incorporat-
ing the new LCM Bodhrán syllabus so firmly into their teach-
ing. Positive statements were issued from world class bodhrán 
players John Joe Kelly and Eamon Murray. John Joe described 
the tutorial as ‘really well delivered, with clear and creative 
instructional methods used throughout’ and Eamon Murray 
paid tribute to the notation developed by René and Fergal as 
‘simple to pick up and ideal for this kind of learning’.

The August 2017 edition of The Irish Music Magazine stated, ‘A 
good bodhrán player follows the contours of the tune and this 
is what Fergal’s course teaches’. The Living Tradition (Issue 120) 
also recommended it, stating that: ‘It introduces learners to the 
different rhythms and forms found in traditional music without 
overcomplicating things at this early stage. Recommended.’

The publication is available from: 
www.bodhrangradetutor.com



On Saturday 7 October 2017, Birmingham Centre held its 
annual presentation Concert at Shirley Methodist Church. 
We were delighted to welcome LCM examiner Kevin Gill to 
present the certificates and awards, and also to accompany 
the singers.

As always the performances were of a very high 
standard and ranged from students who had gained high 
distinctions in pre-Grade 1 examinations right up to Grade 
8. Students who had achieved marks of 90% or higher in 
theory examinations were also invited to attend to receive 
special certificates in recognition of their achievements. 

After the performances Kevin presented certificates to 
all performers and to those attending for their outstanding 
theory results. Trophies were awarded to those gaining the 
highest marks in their category. 

Special mention must be made of a young girl, Isabella 
Hulbert, who had achieved 93% for her Grade 8 Music 
Theatre examination at the age of 13. She gave an 
outstanding performance of The Girl in 14G at the end of 
the concert. Thanks to everyone who made the evening 
possible and as always grateful thanks to Kevin Gill for his 
superb accompanying skills!

Proceeds of £720 were donated to Kidney Research UK.

Julie Iwanciw, LCM representative for Birmingham
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Vietnam
DO RE MI MUSIC CENTRE
Ms Tran Dinh Kim Tuyen
9 Tran Viet Chau Street,
An Hoa Ward,
Ninh Kieu District,
Can Tho City
Tel: (+84) 292 382 0581

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 7
Ms. Nguyen Ngoc Anh
Crescent Mall, Level 6, 101 Ton Dat Tien 
Street, Tan Phu Ward, District 7, HCMC
(028) 54137797

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL 369
Ms. Nguyen Hoang Phuong Uyen
369 Dien Bien Phu Street, Ward 4, District 
3, HCMC
(028) 71069968 - Ext: 301
vtms_369@vietthuong.com.vn

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL 180
Ms. Nguyen Hoang Phuong Uyen
180B Vo Thi Sau Street, Ward 7, District 3, 
HCMC
(028) 71069968 - Ext: 302
vtms_180@vietthuong.com.vn

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL 386
Ms. Nguyen Hoang Phuong Uyen
386 Cach Mang Thang Tam Street, Ward 
10, District 3, HCMC
(028) 71069968 - Ext: 300
vtms_386@vietthuong.com.vn

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL CMT8
Ms. Nguyen Hoang Phuong Uyen
285/24 Cach Mang Thang Tam Street, Ward 
12, District 10, HCMC
(028) 38680889
vtms_sncmt8@vietthuong.vn

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL BINH 
PHU
Ms. Nguyen Hoang Phuong Uyen
165 Binh Phu Street, Ward 11, District 6, 
HCMC
(028) 37558529
vtms_snbp@vietthuong.vn

CECILIA MUSIC CENTRE
Ms. Mai Thi Thao Tram
Block A, Level G, 928 Le Van Luong Street, 
Phuoc Kien Ward, District Nha Be, HCMC
0909061760
ceciliamusiccentre@gmail.com

MUSIC TALENT
Mr. Nguyen Van Tuan
483 Nguyen Khang Street, Quan Hoa Ward, 
Cau Giay District, Hanoi Capital
0969367789
tuannguyen376@gmail.com

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL ROYAL
Ms. Nguyen Thi Tuyet Dung
B1 R6 16.17.18 Royal City, 72A Nguyen 
Trai Street, Thanh Xuan District, Hanoi 
Capital
096 343 0312
vtms_royalcity@vietthuong.com.vn

VIET THUONG MUSIC SCHOOL HAO 
NAM
Ms. Nguyen Thi Tuyet Dung
Level 7, 46 Hao Nam Street, O Cho Dua 
Ward, Dong Da District, Hanoi Capital
0169 7071988
vtms_haonam@vietthuong.com.vn

UKA BA RIA
Nguyen Thanh Tri
165 Nguyen Huu Tho, Phuoc Hiep Ward,
Ba Ria - Vung Tau City
0909342656

UKA BINH THANH
Tran Thi Kim Dung
35 Nguyen Huu Canh, Ward 22,
Binh Thanh District, HCMC
0903397899

ISCHOOL LONG AN
Nguyen Trong Chi
No.6, Area 3, Mai Thi Non Street, Ben Luc 
Ward,
Ben Luc District, Long An Province
0918898158

ISCHOOL SOC TRANG
Vo Thai Sang
19 Ton Duc Thang, Ward 6,
Soc Trang City, Soc Trang Province
01665887665

ISCHOOL LONG XUYEN
Nguyen Hoang Nam
Nguyen Thanh Son, Binh Khanh, Long 
Xuyen
0913995880

ISCHOOL RACH GIA 1
Nguyen Thi Kim Anh
114 Chu Van An, Vinh Lac Ward,
Rach Gia City, Kien Giang Province
0987004055

ISCHOOL NHA TRANG
Pham Huu Binh
25 Hai Ba Trung, Xuong Huan,
Nha Trang City
0903576564

ISCHOOL QUY NHON
Nguyen Duc Vinh
Area 5, Nhon Phu Ward, Quy Nhon City
0914215166

ISCHOOL NINH THUAN
Doan Thi Gai
26 Nguyen Van Troi, Thanh Son Ward,
Phan Rang City
0918431072

ISCHOOL HA TINH
Hoang Thi Lan
Nguyen Du Street, Trung Lan,
Thach Quy Ward, Ha Tinh City,
Ha Tinh Province
0977022888 

China
Shanghai I-Shine Education Technology 
Co Ltd
Room 201, Building #10,
Mengzhiyuan Industry Park,
207 Mengzi Road, Luwan District,
Shanghai, China 200023
C/o: Chen Bin Yan
Tel: 13917456573

MMS, a SolutionLab Company
Room L301, Gumei Chuangzhi Centre,
238 Donglan Road, Minhang District,
Shanghai, China
P.S.: 201102
Helen Rong
+86 21 3177 9883
+86 159 0086 7996

Dubai
Dubai - IAID Performing Arts
Rajesh Jadhav, IAID Performing Arts,
Dubai Community Theatre & Arts Centre 
(DUCTAC),
Level 3 Mall of the Emirates, Al Barsha, 
Dubai, UAE
Phone: +971 566658512 / 566654592

New centres
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Become an LCME 
Registered Teacher

Membership benefits include:
• listing on ‘Find a Teacher’ page
• 50% discount on LCM and RGT 

Performance and Teaching diplomas
• 10% discount on handbooks
• Members Area on website 

Discounts also available:
• Income protection plans
• Medical and dental care
• Breakdown recovery
• Travel insurance

+44(0)20 8231 2364
lcm.exams@uwl.ac.uk
lcme.uwl.ac.uk

from £30*
per year

* £47 for one year, £117 for three years or £150 for five years
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PLAY SMARTER
NOT HARDER

EasyPlay EARTH50
7/8 Dreadnought Body

EasyPlay AF505
Concert Body

Introducing the new
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